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We expect increased efforts to tackle the energy transition challenge, with continued support 
from governments and a greater focus on impact investing from investors.

Pure Impact is a pure-play equity strategy seeking long-term beneficiaries of the major trends 
associated with a transition to a greener future. It invests in companies which have secular 
growth opportunities related to changes in the way energy is produced and in the way we, as a 
society, consume more efficiently.

Sectors exposed to the energy transition include Alternative energy, Smart mobility, Clean 
buildings, Energy storage & distribution and the Circular economy.
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Monthly review & performance

Name YTD Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
Since

inception

2022

Pure Impact -17.5% -13.8% 3.2% 8.5% - 4.1% -0.9% -10.0% -24.7%

Benchmark

(S&P Clean Energy)
-10.5% -12.3% 11.6% 3.8% - 12.1% 5.0% -4.5% -22.5%

2021

Pure Impact -8.8% -3.2%* -5.7%

Benchmark

(S&P Clean Energy)
-13.5% -4.9%* -9.0%

Name Sector Theme Weight

GAZTRANSPORT Energy Alternative Energy 5.1%

ERAMET Materials
Commodity

Transition
4.5%

EDP RENOVAVEIS Utilities Alternative Energy 4.4%

ORSTED Utilities Alternative Energy 4.1%

GLENCORE Materials
Commodity

Transition
4.1%

TOP

Name Contrib.

FLEX LNG + 4bps

OCI + 0bp

ACCIONA - 3bps

BOTTOM

Name Contrib.

ERAMET - 133bps

TECK RESOURCES - 113bps

AMERICAN LITHIUM - 94bps

Another volatile month for clean energy names with the complex posting an overall negative performance in June. Put it simply, there were no space

to hide. The growth pocket rallied early in the month following Biden’s plan to freeze US tariffs on solar panels from Southeast Asia benefiting US

domestic players, but the positive performance came to a halt on renewed macro concerns. On the utility side, seen as more defensive, the prospect

of windfall profits and renewed gas supply concerns have weighted negatively on sentiment across European names. The European energy crisis has

started to unfold: Germany moved into phase 2 of its emergency plan, raising the prospects of gas rationing with unknown consequences for the 1st

largest European economy. Recession risks have materially increased in June, severely impacting the commodity/material complex, and pushing

down rates. We enter the Q2 earnings season with a significant level of uncertainty on the macro/regulatory fronts, heightened geopolitical risks and

continuing supply chains issues.

Our strategy is down -10% over the month, underperforming the Clean Energy sector. The divergence comes from a reduced exposure to the growth

part of the energy transition complex, most sensitive to interest rates as well as tilt towards materials and commodities.

Positive contributions came from our barbell exposure to the Green Commodity Transition theme with positions in key players in LNG or some specific

Renewables names with potential catalyst and undemanding valuation.

FLEX LNG, OCI and ACCIONA were top contributors.

Given the current macro and inflationary backdrop, we are comfortable with our barbell approach being both exposed to the Green Commodity

Transition complex as well as selected High Growth / Quality names. We will remain attentive to the evolving situation around interest rates and supply

chains and see mid-term value in materials.



This document and any attachments (herein called “the document”) is for information purposes only and shall not be construed as an offer, 

invitation or solicitation to enter in any particular transaction. Before making any investment decisions, investors should consult their own 

advisers and make an independent assessment of the legal, tax, and regulatory aspects of their investments. The document is neither 

destined for distribution to retail investors or US investors. The document and any information herein, may contain restricted, privileged, and 

confidential information and is therefore intended for distribution to authorized persons only. If you are not the intended recipient of this 

document, you have no right to disseminate, modify, copy/plagiarize, or take action in reliance upon it, unless permitted by Ava Investors SA. 

in writing. With respect to the present document, neither Ava Investors SA, nor any of its employees or representatives, make any warranty or 

representation, whether expressed or implied, or assume any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of 

any information disclosed. Although the information contained herein is based on sources believed to be reliable to our best of knowledge, no 

assurance can be given that such information is current, accurate or complete.
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Share class characteristics

Currency USD

Management fees 1.25% p.a.

Performance fees 15% with daily HWM

Issuer fees 0.20% p.a.

Rebalancing frequency Discretionary, as needed 
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Themes

07
Market caps

Launched on 17 Nov. 2021

Format AMC

Issuer Goldman Sachs (rating A+)

Currency risk None, fully hedged

Leverage None

Materials
29%

Energy
23%

Utilities
23%

Industrials
17%

Information 
Technology

9%

CAD
7%

EUR
34%

USD
26%

GBp
8%

DKK
5%

CHF
5%

NOK
15%

Alternative 
Energy

59%

Commodity 
Transition

38%

Energy storage 
& distribution

3%

14%

27%

4%

42%

14%

> 40bn

[10bn ; 40bn]

[5bn ; 10bn]

[1bn ; 5bn]

 < 1bn


